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landscape ; and, as it does not appear to be destructive,
and is of no use for food, I hope will always be spared
by sportsman, as it usually is at present. Considerable
numbers are captured for export to European zoological
gardens, and so specimens in various stages of maturity
•are generally on view with Calcutta dealers.
This crane is a very mixed feeder, taking much animal
food ; it also flies less than most species, and does not rise
high when it has occasion to travel on the wing. It is
also less gregarious than other cranes, usually only a pair—
sometimes with their young—being seen together, though1
small flocks may occur, probably composed of birds, which,
as sufficiently mature, have been warned off the parental
premises.
Freedom from persecution has made this crane tame ;
the natives do not like killing even one, as there is good
evidence that the survivor of a pair will pine to death in
such a case. This big bird can have few natural enemies, but
there is a native story, repeated to me by Mr. Rutledge,
which represents it as exposed to danger from a tiny hawk,
one of the Falconets (Mierohierax), a bird hardly larger
than a Sparrow. This little fiend is said to fly at the crane
when on the wing, fasten on its side, and tear its w&y into
the great bird's body in order to feed on its liver! This
is the sort of narrative that gets put down by closet na-
turalists as a most unmitigated effort of native mendacity,
but it is rather surprising to find that the author of a
recent book on "Temperate Chile" finds a very similar
story current there about a minute owl and a big ibis.
And I myself some years ago had a warning against
disbelieving *'improbable" stories by getting bitten in
the eye by our old friend, the Long-snouted Whip-snake
(Dryophis mycterizans) who has so long borne the sup-
posedly undeserved reputation of an eye-biter among
the natives.

